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In shallow water, low-frequency propagation can be described by modal theory. Acoustical oceano-

graphic measurements under this situation have traditionally relied on spatially filtering signals

with arrays of synchronized hydrophones. Recent work has demonstrated how a method called

warping allows isolation of individual mode arrivals on a single hydrophone, a discovery that sub-

sequently opened the door for practical single-receiver source localization and geoacoustic inver-

sion applications. Warping is a non-linear resampling of the signal based on a simplistic waveguide

model. Because warping is robust to environmental mismatch, it provides accurate estimates of the

mode phase even when the environment is poorly known. However, the approach has issues with

mode amplitude estimation, particularly for the first arriving mode. As warping is not invariant to

time shifting, it relies on accurate estimates of the signal’s time origin, which in turn heavily

impacts the first mode’s amplitude estimate. Here, a revised warping operator is proposed that

incorporates as much prior environmental information as possible, and is actually equivalent to

compensating the relative phase of each mode. Warping and phase compensation are applied to

both simulated and experimental data. The proposed methods notably improve the amplitude esti-

mates of the first arriving mode. VC 2017 Acoustical Society of America.

[http://dx.doi.org/10.1121/1.4979057]

[ZHM] Pages: 2243–2255

I. INTRODUCTION

In shallow water and littoral environments, sound propa-

gation is greatly influenced by both the source location and

environmental properties. Estimating these properties in situ
using ocean acoustics is an active research field, and various

inversion methods have been developed. Most existing

methods stem from Matched Field Processing (MFP),1 a con-

ceptual extension of conventional array processing that com-

pares the recorded acoustic field against simulated replicas

generated at multiple candidate positions. Another important

goal is infering the uncertainty associated with source/

environmental estimations, and a variety of approaches have

been explored, including using Bayesian methodology (e.g.,

Refs. 2–4). Obviously, one wants to estimate source/environ-

ment parameters with small uncertainties, thus adaptive

signal processing methods have been developed to extract

relevant information from the acoustic data, to be used as

inputs for adaptive inverse algorithms (e.g., Ref. 5). A spe-

cific example of this approach is Matched Mode Processing

(MMP),6 where the inverse problem is separated into two

consecutive steps. First, spatial modal filtering is applied on

the acoustic data to decompose the acoustic field into a series

of propagating modes, traditionally using a vertical array.

Then these filtered modes are compared to simulated replicas.

The modal filtering step is thus crucial when applying

MMP techniques. This article focuses on modal filtering for

low-frequency (f< 250 Hz) impulsive sources in shallow

water (D< 200 m) waveguides using a single hydrophone,

with particular emphasis on recovering the correct modal

amplitudes at relatively close ranges (1 < r < 10 km), a situ-

ation where the modal arrivals overlap in time. The topic pre-

sented here has a broad spectrum of applications, including

single-receiver marine mammal localization and geoacoustic

inversion. In particular accurate extraction of modal ampli-

tudes is of paramount importance when inferring source

depth, and/or seabed attenuation. The fact the method is

restricted to impulsive sources prevents its application on

ambient noise. However, it can be applied to both man-made

sources (e.g., airgun, explosion) or baleen whale vocaliza-

tions (e.g., “gunshot” sound produced by bowhead and right

whales).

At the frequencies and water depths discussed here, the

oceanic environment acts as a dispersive waveguide, and

propagation can be described by normal-mode theory.7 The

acoustic field can be modeled as a small set of modes thata)Electronic mail: julien.bonnel@ensta-bretagne.fr
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propagate dispersively, with each frequency component trav-

eling with its own group speed. As stated above, if individual

modes can be adequately isolated from the received signal,

then the information carried by each mode can be used for

localization and inversion. Modal filtering is traditionally

performed by spatially filtering signals on vertical line array

(VLA) of synchronized receivers, exploiting the orthogonal

relationship between modes in the vertical dimension.8,9

However, the success of this approach requires a reasonably

accurate ocean model to generate modal weighting func-

tions, as well as an array that spans a significant fraction of

the ocean column. For the multitude of ocean datasets that

consist of a single hydrophone and/or sparse networks of

non-synchronized instruments (classically used to monitor

ambient noise and/or marine mammals), it is impossible to

resort to spatial filtering. However, it is possible to replace

the spatial diversity provided by an array with frequency

diversity, as provided by a broadband source. This allowed

successful Matched Impulse Response localization (e.g.,

Ref. 10) and geoacoustic inversion (e.g., Ref. 11). However,

such methods do not benefit from physical inputs as can be

obtained through modal decomposition, and they usually

have experimental constraints (such as the need to use sev-

eral snapshots10) and/or require a priori information (such as

knowing the experimental geometry and/or the source wave-

form11). It is nonetheless possible to filter modes with a

single hydrophone and a single snapshot, without informa-

tion on the experimental geometry. At large enough ranges,

modes are naturally separated in time, and/or in the time/

frequency domain (e.g., Ref. 12). However, at closer ranges,

dedicated processing is required for mode separation. It has

been recently shown that modal filtering can be achieved by

combining time-frequency (TF) analysis and a nonlinear

resampling method called warping.13,14 Such resampling is

performed using a mathematical warping function, which

usually derives from a simple environmental propagation

model. The warping function that is (nearly) unanimously

used in the ocean acoustics community derives from an

ideal-isovelocity waveguide approximation.14–25 The utility

of such a model is that it provides a simple analytical warp-

ing solution that is applicable to every mode present in the

signal. Other approximations exist that also permit warping

every mode at once, e.g., approximated Pekeris waveguide,13

waveguide invariant26,27 or beam-displacement ray-mode

theory.28 However, these approaches have not been used

nearly as extensively as the warping derived from the ideal-

isovelocity waveguide approximation.

Warping based on the ideal-isovelocity approximation,

called “isovelocity warping” here, has been found to be robust

to environmental mismatch, allowing successful modal filter-

ing for real data in relatively complex shallow-water environ-

ments. It has been used by various researchers for numerous

applications, including geoacoustic inversion,15–17 water col-

umn tomography,18 marine mammal localization,19–21 etc.

Nonetheless, modal filtering using isovelocity warping

presents some limitations. Filtered modes are by nature com-

plex numbers. Modal filtering using isovelocity warping pro-

vides a reliable estimate of the mode phase; however, it

seems to be less reliable for mode amplitude estimation, in

particular, the first arriving mode. Indeed, for all the success-

ful applications of warping previously cited,14–21 the inversion

algorithm was based on the modal phase (or, equivalently, on

the modal TF dispersion curves that directly derives from the

modal phase). On the other hand, very few at-sea applications

have benefited from mode amplitude estimated using warp-

ing.22–25 Single receiver MMP—which should be straightfor-

ward after warping—has found a few source localization

applications.24,25 As far as we know, single receiver MMP

has never been applied successfully to geoacoustic inversion,

which requires accurate reconstruction of both mode phase

and amplitude. The mode amplitude estimation problem

seems particularly problematic for mode 1, as can be seen

on Figs. 7 and 9 and 11 in Ref. 14 or Fig. 8 in Ref. 23. A

good estimation of the mode 1 amplitude is particularly cru-

cial for applications where as few as 2 or 3 modes are

propagating.19,20

This paper revisits modal filtering using isovelocity

warping, and shows how modal amplitude estimation highly

depends on the correct choice of time origin. In an ideal-

isovelocity waveguide, the time origin is naturally defined as

the source emission time. In a more complex environment,

the warping time origin has no clear definition and must be

chosen arbitrarily. Here we first demonstrate how careful

selection of the time origin greatly improves modal ampli-

tude estimation performance, particularly for the first arriv-

ing mode. We then present new solutions for filtering modes,

by changing the warping function to incorporate more

detailed environmental information, if that information is

previously known. This “environment-specific” warping

allows a perfect transform of one mode, but requires a differ-

ent warping function to extract another mode from the same

signal. Such an approach has previously been developed for

ultrasonic guided waves,29,30 but has not been applied previ-

ously to underwater acoustics. We show that this alternative

warping approach yields results very similar to processing

based on phase compensation, which has also been consid-

ered to characterize ultrasonic guided waves31 but never

applied as a modal filtering method in ocean acoustics.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows.

Section II briefly recalls the basis of modal propagation and

warping theory. Section III presents the principles of

dispersion-based processing: environment-specific warping

and phase compensation. These techniques are then applied

on simulated data in Sec. IV, and are then used to extract

mode amplitudes from the Shallow Water 2006 Experiment

in Sec. V.

II. MODAL PROPAGATION AND WARPING THEORY

A. Modal propagation

In shallow water (D< 200 m), low-frequency (f< 250 Hz)

acoustic propagation is conveniently described using normal-

mode theory. Given a broadband source emitting at depth zs in

a range-independent waveguide, the spectral component of the

pressure field y(f) received at depth zr after propagation over a

range r is given by7
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y fð Þ � QS fð Þ
XN

m¼1

Wm f ; zsð ÞWm f ; zrð Þ e
jrkm fð Þ�rbm fð Þð Þffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

km fð Þr
p ;

(1)

where N is the number of propagating modes, and kmðf Þ;
bmðf Þ and Wm are, respectively, the real part of the horizon-

tal wave number, the imaginary part of the horizontal wave

number, and the modal depth function of mode m at

frequency f. The term S(f) is the source spectrum, and

Q ¼ ðejp=4Þ=ð
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
8p
p

qðzsÞÞ represents a constant factor with

qðzsÞ as the water density at the source depth zs. If the source

is perfectly impulsive, then Sðf Þ ¼ ej2pfts with ts being the

source emission time. Equation (1) can be written in a more

compactly as

yðf Þ ¼
XN

m¼1

Amðf Þej/mðf Þ; (2)

where

Am fð Þ ¼ Q
Wm f ; zsð ÞWm f ; zrð Þffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

km fð Þr
p e�rbm fð Þ (3)

is the modal amplitude and

/mðf Þ ¼ kmðf Þr þ 2pfts (4)

is the mode phase. One can note how the mode amplitude

Amðf Þ depends on bmðf Þ, which in turns depends on the sea-

bed attenuation.

When observing the received signal, the TF position of

a given mode is defined here as the dispersion curve. It is

given by

sm fð Þ ¼ 1

2p
d

df
/m fð Þ½ � (5a)

¼ ts þ
r

vgm fð Þ ; (5b)

where vgmðf Þ ¼ 2pðdf=dkmÞ is the group speed of mode m.

B. Warping theory

Let us consider a signal yðxÞ ¼ aðxÞej2px0UðxÞ where x
can represent either time or frequency, and x0 is a constant.

By definition, warping operates on y(x) according to

WyðxÞ ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
jh0ðxÞj

p
y hðxÞ½ �; (6)

where WyðxÞ is the warped signal, and h(x) is a warping

function, with h0ðxÞ its derivative with respect to x. An

important constraint is that the warping function h(x) must

be bijective, and thus warping is an invertible transforma-

tion. Any warped signal can be unwarped using h�1ðxÞ as

the new warping function. Practically, warping is imple-

mented by resampling (interpolating) y(x) with a new vari-

able x2 ¼ hðxÞ. Note that the orthogonalization factorffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
jh0ðxÞj

p
ensures energy conservation between Wy and y. It

also makes the warping operator unitary, such that orthogo-

nal projections applied in the warped domain are orthogonal

to the unwarped domain as well.32

The objective of warping is to linearize UðxÞ, the phase

of y(x). Warping is adapted if hðxÞ ¼ U�1ðxÞ. In this case, if

y is a time domain signal so that yðtÞ ¼ aðtÞej2pf0UðtÞ, then the

warping function is hðtÞ ¼ U�1ðtÞ and the warped signal

WyðtÞ ¼ bðtÞej2pf0t becomes a continuous tone of frequency

f0 modulated by bðtÞ ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
jh0ðtÞj

p
a½hðtÞ�. If y is a frequency

domain signal yðf Þ ¼ aðf Þej2pt0Uðf Þ, then the warping func-

tion is hðf Þ ¼ U�1ðf Þ and the warped signal Wyðf Þ
¼ cðf Þej2pt0f becomes a dirac delta function at time t0 modu-

lated by cðf Þ ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
jh0ðf Þj

p
a½hðf Þ�. A warping that operates in

the frequency domain is defined here as a frequency-warping

(although the warped signal is an impulse, i.e., a Dirac in the

time-domain). A warping that operates in the time domain is

defined here as a time-warping (although the warped signal

is a continuous tone, i.e., a Dirac function in the frequency

domain).

As an example, Fig. 1 illustrates the time and frequency

warping principles for three different signals. Time and/or

frequency warping can be chosen, depending on the signal’s

TF distribution (i.e., dispersion curve). If, at any given

instant, only one frequency exists, then the signal can be

studied with time-warping (e.g., signal 1 on Fig. 1), and the

TF shape of the warped signal becomes that of a continuous

tone. On the other hand, if any given frequency corresponds

with just a single time, then the signal can be studied with

frequency-warping (e.g., signal 3 on Fig. 1), and the TF

shape of the warped signal becomes a Dirac function. Last

but not least, if the dispersion curve is bijective, then the sig-

nal can be studied with either time or frequency warping

(e.g., signal 2 on Fig. 1).

III. DISPERSION-BASED PROCESSING

Warping can be adapted to any physical situation by

choosing a suitable warping function h. Here dispersion-

based warping requires that h is chosen such that at least

one mode is transformed into a frequency-modulated

impulse (frequency warping) or amplitude-modulated tone

(time warping). A physical model of the environment is

required so that the modal phase /m is known, which per-

mits the warping function to be defined as h / /�1
m . Note

that as stated in Sec. II B, both h and /m may be defined in

the time or frequency domain. Several useful warping func-

tions have previously been used in the literature, and some

of them are detailed below. However, it is interesting to

note first that modal propagation is conveniently defined in

the frequency domain through Eq. (1). As a result, a simple

waveguide approximation usually leads to closed-form

expressions of /mðf Þ, and thus to frequency warping opera-

tors. On the other hand, time warping operators are usually

obtained through a stationary phase approximation of Eq.

(1), leading to an expression for /mðtÞ that is generally quite

accurate, as the stationary phase approximation is reason-

able for underwater acoustic normal mode propagation.

J. Acoust. Soc. Am. 141 (3), March 2017 Bonnel et al. 2245



A. Warping based on an ideal isovelocity waveguide
model

The simplest waveguide model is the “ideal” isovelocity

waveguide, with an isovelocity water column between a

pressure release upper boundary and a rigid bottom. In such

a waveguide, if the sound speed is c, the range is r, and the

time origin is such that ts¼ 0, then the modal phase in the

time domain is given by33

/miso
ðtÞ ¼ 2pfm

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
t2 � t2

r

q
; t > tr; (7)

with fm the cutoff frequency of mode m and the receiver

arrival time tr ¼ r=c. The corresponding warping function

thus becomes

hisoðtÞ ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
t2 þ t2

r

q
; (8)

and warping associated with hisoðtÞ will be defined as

“isovelocity warping” in the following text. Since hisoðtÞ is

independent of mode number, every mode can be warped at

once with just a single transformation. Note that in general,

ts 6¼ 0 and the time origin of the analyzed signal must be

manually adjusted. It is also important to note that Eq. (7) is

valid only for t > tr (because the acoustic energy cannot

travel faster than the sound speed c). As a result, the origin

of the time axis becomes an important factor in practical

analysis, a topic addressed in detail below.

Other environmental approximations also allow warp-

ing every mode simultaneously. These approximations

include the approximated Pekeris waveguide,13 the wave-

guide invariant26,27 or beam-displacement ray-mode the-

ory.28 All these transforms are based on relatively simple

environmental models that permit a closed-form expres-

sion for the modal phases /m, which leads to a closed-

form expression of the warping function h / /�1
m . They

all have similar properties, and thus will not be presented

in detail here.

B. Warping based on the exact dispersion of a single
mode

Instead of using approximate closed-form expressions

for /m, an alternative is to use numerical simulations, as can

be obtained through a modal code such as KRAKEN34 or

ORCA.35 The corresponding warping function can be

numerically derived. In general, this approach creates a

warping function hm that depends on mode number. This

numerical approach, dubbed “environment-specific warping”

here, has been developed for ultrasonic guided wave stud-

ies,29,30 but has never been previously applied to underwater

acoustics.

In the underwater acoustic context, a valid question is

whether environment-specific warping should be defined in

the time or frequency domain. As modal propagation is

described naturally in the frequency domain via Eq. (1), it is

natural to consider frequency warping. Such a choice is rein-

forced by looking at Fig. 3(b), which presents a typical

received signal in shallow water and its associated dispersion

curves. At a given instant, a given mode may exist at several

frequencies (e.g., at t¼ 0.7 s, subplot b shows mode 2 exists

at f¼ 28 Hz and at f¼ 103 Hz). Mathematically speaking,

the mode’s instantaneous frequency (i.e., the evolution of its

frequency with respect to time) is non-injective, and there-

fore no time-warping exists for making mode 2 a continuous

tone. However, for a given frequency, every mode exists at

only one time, and so the mode group delay (i.e., the evolu-

tion of its time of arrival with respect to frequency) is injec-

tive. Environment-specific warping must therefore be

performed in the frequency domain.

If a numerical solution of the wave number dkmðfÞ is

available, then the warping function becomes

hmðf Þ / ðr dkmðfÞ � 2pjftsÞ�1: (9)

The function hmðf Þ depends on range r and on the source

emission time ts. If the latter quantity is known (or can be

estimated from the data), then the time origin can be

FIG. 1. (Color online) Diagram of the warping princi-

ples. Signal 1 must be warped using time-warping.

Signal 3 must be warped using frequency-warping.

Signal 2 can be warped using either time-warping of fre-

quency warping.
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translated so that ts¼ 0 (as is routinely done for isovelocity

warping). In this case, Eq. (9) simplifies into

ht�trans
m ðf Þ / dkmðfÞ

�1
(10)

and becomes independent of the source range r.
Setting ts¼ 0 is appealing in principle, as the resulting

environment-specific warping operation becomes insensi-

tive to range. However, the received signal time series will

consist of a long noise period without acoustic energy

(from t¼ 0 to t ¼ r=vgmax
) followed by a short interesting

period with acoustic energy (from t ¼ r=vgmax
to t ¼ r=vgmin

),

with vgmin
and vgmax

being the maximal and minimal group

velocity. As we are dealing with the signal in the frequency

domain, the samples associated with times before the sig-

nal’s arrival cannot simply be discarded (as is routinely

done for isovelocity warping). As a result, most of the

computational cost associated with environment-specific

warping would be used to warp noise. A practical imple-

mentation of environment-specific warping is facilitated by

setting a negative ts, such that the time origin is slightly

before t ¼ r=vgmax
. This drastically reduces the noise period

without acoustic energy, which now lies from t¼ 0 to t
¼ r=vgmax

þ ts (with ts < 0). As a result, the computational

burden can be greatly decreased, at the cost of making the

environment-specific sensitive to range, since ts 6¼ 0. Note

also that whatever ts, it is possible to compute warping

using fast operators.36

C. Phase compensation

Environment-specific warping transforms a broadband

modal arrival into a Dirac function in the time domain. This

goal can be reached with another method defined here as

“phase compensation.” If dkmðfÞ is available, one can simply

compensate the phase of the frequency-domain received sig-

nal y(f). This phase-compensated signal ypcðf Þ is defined as

ypcðf Þ ¼ yðf Þe�jrdkmðfÞ : (11)

This approach has been used in the past for geoacoustic

inversion.37 It has also been used to define a dedispersion

transform in Ref. 38 [except that dkmðfÞ was approximated

using the waveguide invariant]. Phase compensation is

closely related conceptually to numerically backpropagating

a mode m,39,40 except that in phase compensation only

the phase is backpropagated. Note how Eq. (11) indicates

that phase compensation is insensitive to ts, and thus to

time origin, but is sensitive to range. Phase compensation

is invertible; the original signal is recovered through

yðf Þ ¼ ypcðf ÞejrdkmðfÞ .

IV. APPLICATION TO SIMULATED ARCTIC
WAVEGUIDE

In this section, isovelocity warping, environment-

specific warping and phase compensation are applied to sim-

ulated data, to assess their capacity to filter modes and reli-

ably estimate their amplitudes.

A. Environment and simulation description

The considered environment is a typical shallow water

Arctic waveguide in summer. The water column depth is

D¼ 51 m, and it has a downward-refracting sound speed pro-

file, as shown on Fig. 2. The seabed is layered. It consists in

a sandy sediment layer (sound speed c¼ 1650 m/s, density

q ¼ 1:5, width h¼ 20 m, attenuation a ¼ 0:1 dB/k) over a

semi-infinite basement (sound speed cb¼ 2000 m/s, density

qb ¼ 2, attenuation a ¼ 0:1 dB/k). The considered range is

r ¼ 8 km. Source and receiver depths are zs ¼ zr ¼ 45 m,

which have been chosen so that the first few modes are

evenly excited.

The modal wave numbers dkmðfÞ and depth functionsdWmðfÞ are numerically estimated using ORCA35 for frequen-

cies between fmin¼ 0 Hz and fmax¼ 250 Hz with frequency

steps Df ¼ 0:25 Hz. They are combined using Eq. (1) to

form the impulse response of the waveguide y(f). The

received signal y(t) is obtained through an inverse Fourier

transform of y(f) (which is equivalent to considering a per-

fectly impulsive source with fmax¼ 250 Hz and ts¼ 0). The

sampling frequency associated with y(t) is Fs¼ 500 Hz. Note

that the simulation parameters (particularly r, fmax and Df )

have been carefully chosen to prevent time-aliasing (i.e.,

respecting Nyquist-Shannon theorem when computing y(t)
with the inverse Fourier transform) while at the same time

minimizing the required number of samples.

The spectrogram of the simulated signal is presented

in Fig. 3(a), while Fig. 3(b) shows the theoretical dispersion

curves of the first five modes. It is interesting to note that

modes 1 and 2 intersect around 180 Hz, a situation that

can be explained by the water sound speed profile. Below

100 Hz, mode 1 is free: it has a sinusoidal behavior over the

whole water column, and its boundaries are defined by

reflection from the ocean surface and bottom. But above

200 Hz, mode 1 becomes trapped in the deeper portion of the

water column: it has an exponential behavior for shallow

depths, and its upper boundary is defined by in-column

refraction. As a result the effective group velocity of mode 1

drops (as the bulk of the mode is in the slowest part of the

water column), and the arrival time of mode 1 begins to

increase with increasing frequency, eventually crossing that

FIG. 2. Arctic sound speed profile, as used for simulations.
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of mode 2, which remains untrapped. This intersection obvi-

ously provides difficulties for subsequent modal filtering.

Moreover, for each mode, a similar phenomenon occurs

between the Airy phase and cutoff frequency, when the

mode begins to be trapped in the seabed. In this frequency

band the modal dispersion curve makes a turnaround in the

TF domain (e.g., between 27 and 35 Hz for mode 2). Such

physics are not incorporated into the isovelocity warping

function.

B. Single receiver illustration

Here the simulated signal presented in Fig. 3(a) is trans-

formed using isovelocity warping, environment-specific

warping and phase compensation.

1. Isovelocity warping

Because the signal has been simulated into a realistic

waveguide, isovelocity warping must be used with care. In

particular, one must choose tr and define the signal’s time

origin. This is usually performed as follows:

(1) Select the signal sample that corresponds to the earliest

high-frequency arrival, denoting this sample as tstart.

(2) Define tr using any available environmental information.

(3) Assume that source emission time is ts ¼ tstart � tr and

shift the time axis so that ts¼ 0.

This procedure is robust to mismatches in tr, as long as tstart

is correctly chosen. As a result, isovelocity warping has been

successfully applied in many scenarios where tr was

completely unknown (e.g., passive source localization with

unknown r19–21).

Figure 4 plots the Artic time-domain signal using

two different tstart values, with the time axis defined so

that tstart¼ 0 to facilitate reading. In other words, the

sample that corresponds to t¼ 0 in Fig. 4 is the sample

that has been selected for step 1 in the isovelocity warp-

ing procedure. The “natural” tstart corresponds to the

earliest high-frequency modal arrival. In this case, it cor-

responds to the mode 2 arrival at 250 Hz [see Fig. 3(b)].

Another “early” tstart, defined 30 ms earlier that the natu-

ral tstart, is also analyzed, for reasons that will become

clear shortly.

Figure 5 shows the spectrogram of these signals after

isovelocity warping. None of the modes are strictly tonal; a

logical result, as isovelocity warping is based on a simplistic

model that differs from the Arctic environment. The mode

separation decreases at low warped times. In the original

(non-warped) domain, this corresponds to early times where

all the modes are merging at higher frequencies. The most

interesting feature of Fig. 5 is probably the crossing between

mode 1 and 2 at early warped time, which obviously corre-

sponds to the crossing between mode 1 and 2 in the original

domain.

2. Environment-specific warping and phase
compensation

Figure 6 shows the results of environment-specific

warping and phase compensation when dk1ðfÞ is used for

the transformations. Figure 7 shows the results of

environment-specific warping and phase compensation

when dk2ðfÞ is used for the transformations. Because the

model that is used for environment-specific warping and

phase compensation is the same as that used to generate the

(a)

(b)

FIG. 4. (Color online) Time domain signal for two different values of tstart:

(a) Natural tstart and (b) Early tstart. Note how the time axis has been adjusted

so that tstart¼ 0 on each plot in order to facilitate reading.

(a) (b)

FIG. 3. (Color online) (a) Spectrogram

of the simulated signal (arbitrary linear

color scale) and (b) theoretical disper-

sion curves of the first five modes.
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simulations, modes 1 and 2 become perfect impulses in

Figs. 6 and 7. Environment-specific warping and phase

compensation yield the same results here. Note that what-

ever the transform used, it remains impossible to perfectly

separate modes 1 and 2, since they cross each other in the

physical TF domain. However, the transformed mode is

always strictly vertical, even at low frequencies, and both

methods successfully take into account the modal turn-

around at the Airy phase.

C. Mode amplitude estimation using a single receiver

Mode filtering of the simulated signal is performed on a

single receiver using the method presented in Ref. 14. First,

the received signal is transformed, using either isovelocity

warping, environment-specific warping or phase compensa-

tion. Regardless of the method used, the transformed result

is defined here as the warped signal. The spectrogram of this

warped signal is computed and used to design a TF filter to

isolate a given (warped) mode. The filtered mode (in the

original domain) is then obtained through inverse warping

(or inverse phase compensation).

Figure 8 presents mode-filtered results for modes 1 and

2. One immediately notes that all methods fail to filter the

modes for frequencies higher than 150 Hz. At these fre-

quencies modes 1 and 2 merge, and no method is able to

separate them. Environment-specific warping and phase

compensation have similar results; they allow a good

recovery of modes 1 and 2 across a broad bandwidth.

Isovelocity warping allows a good recovery of mode 2,

with slightly better performances than environment-specific

warping and/or phase compensation. This can be explained

by the fact that isovelocity warping theoretically separates

every mode at once, and thus maximizes the modal separa-

tion. However, filtering mode 1 with isovelocity warping

highly depends on the value chosen for tstart. With an early

tstart, mode 1 recovery is excellent. However, with the natu-

ral tstart, the filtering performance decreases, and the filtered

mode 1 amplitude oscillates with frequency. This phenome-

non could have been predicted by looking at the warped

spectrogram on Fig. 5. The separation between (warped)

modes 1 and 2 is better with an early tstart. More specifi-

cally, warped modes 1 and 2 merge together more slowly

with a natural tstart, while their intersection is perpendicular

with an early tstart. This last case (perpendicular intersec-

tion) is obviously the best to separate two interfering TF

structures. This early tstart was actually selected (via trial-

and-error) to obtain such a result. However, note how this

choice tstart is not optimal for the whole signal, as modes 2

and 3 now interfere together (Fig. 5).

Overall, the filtering performance depends strongly on

the specific design of the TF filter (accomplished manually

in this study), so that a true performance comparison is

beyond the scope of this paper. Nonetheless, we do note

that the TF filter design is relatively easy for environment-

specific warping and/or phase compensation, since the

(a) (b)

FIG. 5. (Color online) Spectrogram of

the simulated signal after isovelocity

warping (arbitrary linear color scale).

Warping has been computed using (a)

Natural tstart and (b) Early tstart.

(b)(a)

FIG. 6. (Color online) Spectrograms of

the simulated signal after (a)

environment-specific warping and (b)

phase compensation (arbitrary linear

color scale). The two transformations

are performed for mode 1.
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warped mode becomes a perfect impulse. However, because

multiple modes are present, the selection of a time window

implies collecting energy from other modes, so that perfect fil-

tering is impossible. By contrast the design of the TF filter for

isovelocity warping can often be tedious, requiring a trial and

error iteration over tstart, a procedure that sometimes must be

repeated for different modes. Since the model used by isove-

locity warping gives up certain mode portions (e.g., Airy

phase), perfect filtering is also impossible.

D. Mode amplitude estimation along a vertical line
array

The previous simulation is completed by simulating a

VLA of receivers. The VLA consists of ten hydrophones,

from z1 ¼ 5 m to z10 ¼ 50 m with a Dz ¼ 5 m spacing. As

proposed in Ref. 14, mode amplitude is estimated on each

receiver independently. The objective here is to illustrate the

filtering capacities of the various warping and phase com-

pensation methods.

1. Isovelocity warping

Figure 9 presents the mode amplitude estimation at

f¼ 80 Hz obtained with isovelocity warping, with other fre-

quencies displaying similar results. A choice of an early tstart

allows excellent recovery of each mode. In contrast the natural

tstart recovers modes 2 and 3, but introduces errors into mode 1.

This simulation reproduces a phenomenon that has been

observed by multiple researchers: that estimating the first

mode amplitude is sometimes problematic (e.g., see Fig. 9 in

Ref. 14 or Fig. 8 in Ref. 23). The simulation also identifies

the cause: the difficulty in correctly estimating tstart for

experimental data collected in an unknown environment.

Recovering the first mode from a complex environment

seems to require an early tstart, while other modes are better

recovered with a later tstart (as a reminder, modes 2 and 3

interfere together when using an early tstart, see Fig. 5). Until

now, most researchers using warping have used a single tstart

to recover every mode, thus leading to a poor estimation of

mode 1. Such phenomenon also impacts the mode dispersion

curve estimation. As examples, one can examine Fig. 3(a)

in Ref. 14, Fig. 4(a) in Ref. 18 and/or Fig. 3 in Ref. 41. In

all these cases, the estimated dispersion curve of mode 1

mismatches the underlying spectrogram, while other modes

recover their correct dispersion.

Figure 8 also dramatically illustrates how the natural

tstart choice generates a poorly estimated mode 1 that highly

oscillates with frequency. Indeed, the large errors for mode 1

in that figure makes one wonder how reasonable mode 1

depth functions are even possible. And yet, Fig. 9 reveals

(b)(a)

FIG. 7. (Color online) Spectrograms of

the simulated signal after (a)

environment-specific warping and (b)

phase compensation (arbitrary linear

color scales). The two transformations

are performed for mode 2.

FIG. 8. (Color online) Mode-filtered

results using isovelocity warping with

natural tstart (iso-warp-nat), isovelocity

warping with early tstart (iso-warp-

early), environment-specific warping

(env-spec-warp) and phase compensa-

tion (PC).
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that the same value of natural tstart still permits a relatively

decent modal depth function to be extracted at a fixed fre-

quency. Figure 10 explains this apparent contradiction by

plotting the mode amplitude vs frequency for multiple

receiver depth. The frequency oscillations created by modal

interferences are highly correlated between receivers: the

frequencies of dips and peaks barely change with depth. Put

another way, the relative amplitudes of a mode at two differ-

ent depths are only weakly dependent on frequency. Thus

once mode depth functions are normalized per usual conven-

tions, the impact of a poor choice of tstart on the modal depth

function estimation is relatively limited. Applications that

relay primarily on modal phase (e.g., source ranging) are

barely affected by this phenomenon. However, the mismatch

between warped and underlying mode shape can become

important for source depth estimation and other applications

that require precise mode amplitude estimates.

2. Environment-specific warping and phase
compensation

Figure 11 presents the filtering results at f¼ 80 Hz for

modes 1, 2, and 3. The performance of phase compensation

and environment-specific warping are roughly the same. The

small differences between the two methods are mainly due

to the design of the TF filter (which was adjusted manually).

Mode 1 is well-estimated with both methods, and similar

results are obtained at other frequencies.

V. APPLICATION TO SHALLOW WATER 2006
EXPERIMENTAL DATA

If the time origin and source range are known, phase

compensation and environment-specific warping have simi-

lar performances. As a reminder, phase compensation is

insensitive to time origin, while environment-specific

FIG. 9. (Color online) Mode amplitude estimation at

80 Hz along a VLA using isovelocity warping with natu-

ral tstart (iso-warp-nat) and with early tstart (iso-warp-

early). The continuous curves represent the theoretical

mode amplitudes over the whole water column. Mode

amplitude has been normalized to facilitate reading (the

maximal amplitude is 1).

(a) (b)

FIG. 10. (Color online) Mode 1 amplitude, as estimated over the VLA using isovelocity warping with (a) natural tstart and (b) early tstart. The vertical bar is set

at 80 Hz, which is the frequency that has been used to estimate modal depth function in Fig. 9.
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warping is insensitive to range. In the following, we will

focus on an experimental data recorded during the Shallow

Water 2006 (SW06) experiment, where the range is known

and time origin unknown. As a result, we will focus on phase

compensation vs isovelocity warping results.

A. Data description

In summer 2006 the SW06 experiment was conducted

on the New Jersey continental shelf.42 One objective of this

experiment was to characterize the seabed in a complex oce-

anic environment within the 50–20 000 Hz frequency band.

On August 31, light bulbs were deployed as low-frequency

impulsive sources: their spectrum is roughly flat over the

30–200 Hz band. A single light bulb implosion is used as the

source for this paper. The source position was (39�04.720N,

72�59.860W) and its depth was zs ’ 22 m. The acoustic field

was collected on MPL-VLA1 located around (39�01.440N,

73�02.390W). It consists of 16 hydrophones and it spans the

water column from z1 ¼ 18:3 m to z16 ¼ 78:8 m with a Dz
¼ 3:75 m spacing. The recording sampling frequency is

5000 Hz, but the data were subsampled by a factor of

8 before analysis (which leads to a sampling frequency of

625 Hz). The source/receiver range is r ’ 7 km. This dis-

tance is relatively short for such a low-frequency configura-

tion so that the modes are not naturally separated on the

received signal. The track was chosen to be as range-

independent as possible, and the water depth is D¼ 79 m.

The event analyzed here was also analyzed in Ref. 15.

During the light bulb experiment, the water column was

monitored using a conductivity-temperature-depth probe

(CTD41). The seabed structure and geoacoustic parameters

were previously estimated in Ref. 15 using Bayesian inver-

sion methods. Over the frequency band of interest the seabed

is modeled as a single layer over a basement. The maximum

a posteriori estimate of the seabed parameters are as follows:

layer sound speed cp¼ 1604 m/s, layer density q ¼ 1:8 g/

cm3, layer width h¼ 25 m, basement sound speed

cb¼ 2132 m/s and basement density qb ¼ 1:48 g/cm3. Here,

a constant attenuation of 0.01 dB/k is assumed for the sea-

bed. This environmental information is used here to estimate

the experimental wave number dkmðfÞ, and is also used as

ground truth to benchmark the estimated mode amplitudes.

However, one should recall that the a posteriori estimate of

the seabed parameters that are used here are not an actual

ground truth, and that a mismatch between dkmðfÞ and the true

kmðf Þ cannot be avoided.

B. Single receiver illustration

The analysis focuses first on the deepest hydrophone,

where the modes are evenly excited. Figure 12(a) shows the

spectrogram of the received signal, while Fig. 12(b) shows

the isovelocity warping result. On each subfigure, the modes

are labeled to ease the reading. The warped modes are obvi-

ously not continuous tones, as the isovelocity model does not

match the experimental environment. Also, note that Fig. 12

is computed with what we believe to be the “natural” tstart.

One can note how the beginning of mode 1 is slightly clipped

on the received spectrogram. However, the chosen tstart is

good enough so that mode 2, 3, and 4 are clearly separated.

Phase compensation is also applied on the received sig-

nal. It has been performed for modes 1, 2, 3, and 4 (using the

corresponding dkmðfÞ), and the spectrogram of the result is

presented on Fig. 13. The modes have been labeled on each

subfigure whenever it is possible, to identify them. One

would expect that when dkm0
ðfÞ is used for phase compensa-

tion, the spectrogram of the result would show mode m0 has

a perfect impulse, but this is not the case. None of the tar-

geted modes (shown by a red arrow on Fig. 13) are perfect

impulses, an indication that the environmental model used

for phase compensation is slightly mismatched. This conclu-

sion is both interesting and surprising. On the one hand, it

shows that phase compensation is an easy method to verify

FIG. 11. (Color online) Mode amplitude estimation at

80 Hz along a VLA using environment-specific warping

and phase compensation. The continuous curves repre-

sent the theoretical mode amplitudes over the whole

water column. Mode amplitude has been normalized to

facilitate reading (the maximal amplitude is 1).
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the accuracy of an environmental model. On the other hand,

it is a good reminder that uncertainties of the geoacoustic

estimate cannot be blithely discarded. The maximum a pos-
teriori estimate of the seabed parameters that are used here

do not fully capture the seabed physics.

C. Mode amplitude estimation along a vertical line
array

Mode amplitudes were also estimated on every receiver

of the VLA, performed receiver by receiver using both iso-

velocity warping and phase compensation. Note that isove-

locity warping is applied with the tstart that has been used to

generate Fig. 12, except for mode 1, where an earlier tstart is

applied.

Figure 14 presents the filtering results at f¼ 150 Hz for

modes 1–4. The filtered modes are compared with simulated

modal depth functions, which have been obtained using the

best-estimated environmental parameters. Any quantitative

comparison is impractical, as the underlying true depth func-

tions are unknown. However, one notes that both isovelocity

warping and phase compensation are consistent. The recov-

ered mode 1 is not perfectly smooth, suggesting that its

estimation could be improved further. Nonetheless, the

mode 1 recovery is much improved over Ref. 14 or Ref. 23,

emphasizing the fact that mode amplitude estimation can be

improved by simply changing tstart (when isovelocity warp-

ing is used), or by using a transform based on an accurate

environmental model (either phase compensation or

environment-specific warping).

VI. CONCLUSION

In the past few years, the possibility of analyzing modal

dispersion with a single receiver has been popularized in the

ocean acoustic community. In such a single receiver context,

it is natural to resort to TF analysis. However, at short

ranges, the modes interfere and individual modal arrivals

cannot be resolved using conventional TF analysis.

Nonetheless, it is known that a non-linear sampling method

called isovelocity warping allows modal filtering at rela-

tively short ranges. The main characteristic of isovelocity

warping is that it warps every mode simultaneously, and

requires nearly no environmental knowledge. However, iso-

velocity warping requires defining an arbitrary time origin,

which corresponds to the source emission time in an

(a) (b)

FIG. 12. (Color online) (a) Spectrogram

of the received signal and (b) spectro-

gram of the signal after isovelocity

warping (arbitrary linear color scales).

FIG. 13. (Color online) Spectrograms

of the phase-compensated signals, with

phase compensation performed for

modes 1 to 4 (arbitrary linear color

scales). On each subfigure, the vertical

red arrow shows the mode that has

been phase-compensated.
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isovelocity waveguide, but has no physical definition in a

more realistic environment.

This study has demonstrated the importance of selecting

an appropriate time origin when recovering mode ampli-

tudes, particularly for the first mode. Furthermore, this study

shows that the appropriate time origin can change, depend-

ing on the mode chosen. Filtering the first mode arrival is

particularly sensitive to this phenomenon, and mode 1

requires an earlier time origin than the other modes to allow

accurate mode amplitude recovery.

This study has also presented alternative modal filtering

methods based on another philosophy. The proposed

environment-specific warping takes into account all the

available environmental information, adapted for a given

mode out of a set of modes. Thus, if the signal contains M
modes, M different environment-specific warpings must be

considered. Environment-specific warping is conceptually

equivalent to phase compensation, a processing that is sim-

pler and computationally lighter. It is interesting to remark

that when two modes cross each other in the TF domain,

they also cross after warping and/or phase compensation.

Unfortunately, nothing can be done about it. The best thing

to do in this case is to use the transform that minimizes the

overlap between the crossing modes, and to avoid using the

information for this frequency/modal band for inversion.

Isovelocity warping, environment-specific warping and

phase compensation all extract the amplitudes, but isoveloc-

ity warping is the easiest transform to apply to modes 2 and

higher. The fact that isovelocity warping transforms every

mode at once is a major advantage, which greatly facilitates

filtering. Environment-specific warping and phase compen-

sation are the easiest transform to estimate the amplitude of

mode 1. Indeed, mode 1 is the mode that is most affected by

the water column, which is why taking into account such

environmental information is important. However, mode 1

can also be filtered using isovelocity warping, as long as an

adapted time origin is carefully chosen. Overall, if one pur-

sues an accurate match with the physical phenomenon, it is

better to work with environment-specific warping. However,

if one wants to isolate only part of the modal spectrum, then

it is simpler and faster to work with isovelocity warping.

A key result of this paper is that improved estimates of

mode 1 amplitude are possible, regardless of the particular

method chosen. Previous works employing isovelocity warp-

ing were unable to correctly resolve this mode, which may

have biased subsequent applications (such as the estimation

of sediment attenuation at low frequencies). Reliable esti-

mates of mode 1 will substantially improve source localiza-

tions (in range and depth) using single receiver MMP in

situations where only a few modes are detected. Another

final result is that phase compensation provides an easy

method to check the validity of an environmental model on

real data.

The results obtained here can be directly transferred

toward the bioacoustics community. Indeed, most passive

acoustic monitoring systems consist of isolated hydrophones.

As a result, they usually do not have the ability to estimate

positions of the animals. The capacity to correctly filter

modes with a single receiver in shallow water opens the door

to single-receiver MMP, which in turns will allow revisiting

bioacoustic dataset for localizing baleen whales. This, obvi-

ously, would be impossible using classical array-based proc-

essing such as MFP.

Future work should also consider geoacoustic inversion

methods based on phase compensation and/or environment

specific warping. Two options arise here. On the one hand,

because they depend on a specific environment model, it is

possible to include phase compensation or environment spe-

cific warping into the inversion scheme. On the other hand,

it is possible to do sequential inversions, and gradually refine

the model that is used to transform the signal. Accurate

mode amplitude estimates are of paramount importance to

FIG. 14. (Color online) Mode amplitude at 150 Hz, esti-

mated along the VLA on the SW06 data using isoveloc-

ity warping (asterisk) and phase compensation (circle).

The continuous curves represent the theoretical mode

amplitudes over the whole water column.
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infer the seabed attenuation at low frequencies, which is

unknown in most sediment type at the considered low-

frequencies.
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